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We present a new charged Higgs search technique using the effects
of scalar dynamics in semileptonic meson decay. Applying this method
to a modest sample of B meson decays yields sensitivity to the high
tan β region well beyond existing charged Higgs searches.
Past searches for charged Higgs can be put into four categories: 1) direct
production in colliders, 2) measurement of anomalously large branching ratios
for top, bottom and  lepton decays, 3) lepton polarization measurements in
meson decay and 4) precision measurements of well known quantities such
as K0{K0 mixing, Z width, etc. [1]. Category 1 represent direct searches
while categories 2{4 are indirect search techniques. Of the indirect searches,
only the lepton polarization technique makes use of the scalar nature of
the charged Higgs. Requiring scalar dynamics in a process which may be
mediated by a charged Higgs provides an extra constraint and narrows the
number of possible interpretations of indirect searches.
In this Letter, we review a method to identify scalar dynamics or cou-
plings in semileptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons. By identifying the
scalar coupling as a charged Higgs mediating the decay, one may extract the
relative H=W coupling strengths. We apply the relative coupling strength
information to a two Higgs doublet model and evaluate the possible sensitiv-




We begin by considering a general semileptonic meson decay.
M ! m‘; (1)
where M and m denote the parent and ospring pseudoscalar mesons and ‘
and  refer to the charged lepton and its neutrino. The general amplitude de-
scribing a pseudoscalar to pseudoscalar transition, consistent with the Dirac
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where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, Vij is the appropriate Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa [2] (CKM) matrix element and P , M and p, m are the
4-momenta and masses of the parent and ospring mesons, respectively. This
transition amplitude contains four form factors, fS, f+, f−, and fT , which
parameterize the M ! m transition and provide a measure of the admixture
of dierent dynamics or couplings occurring in the decay. In general, the form
factors depend on the 4-momentum transferred to the leptons, Q2 = (P−p)2.
Two of the form factors, f+ and f−, arise from a vector particle mediating
the decay while the remaining form factors, fS and fT , come from scalar
and tensor exchange. The term in equation 2 involving f− may be collapsed,
using the Dirac equation, to give an induced scalar coupling. The tensor
term may be similarly collapsed into induced vector and scalar components.
To calculate the decay rate, we use the notation of Chizhov [3] and dene
parameters for eective vector and scalar terms:


















The decay rate can then be calculated in the rest frame of the parent meson.
Γ(Em; E`) / A  jV j2 + B  <(V S) + C  jSj2; (4)
where A, B and C depend on the kinematics of the decay.












M2 + m2 −m2`
2M
−Em: (6)
From equation 3, note that the induced scalar coupling is suppressed for
heavy mesons decaying into light leptons by the factor m`=M . This sup-
pression factor limits the ability to search for scalar eects unless one has a
priori knowledge of f−. This limitation will be discussed when applying the
general analysis to specic decays.
As an aside, we observe that the form factors may be complex with non-
zero phases. While an overall phase is unobservable, the decay rate is sensi-
tive to the relative phases of the form factors, ij = i−j ; where i, j denote
the form factor indices: +, −, S or T . The interference terms between the
form factors then enter the decay rate as:
<ff i fjg = jfi(Q2)jjfj(Q2)j cosij: (7)
It is interesting to note that if f+, f−, fS and fT are not all relatively real
(ij = 0; ) then CP is violated.
The scalar and tensor coupling strengths may be isolated by reparame-
terizing these form factors as a product of a structure dependent term which
depends on the momentum transfer, Fi(Q





where i denotes either S or T . In order to be sensitive to deviations from
pure vector behavior, we remove a common factor of f+(0) from equation 2.
Then, in the limit of no momentum transferred to the leptons (Q2 = 0),∣∣∣∣∣ fi(0)f+(0)
∣∣∣∣∣ = jFijjf+jgi; (9)
where the explicit reference to the Q2 dependence is dropped. For the remain-
der of this Letter, form factors will be assumed to be evaluated at Q2 = 0. In
order to extract the relative coupling strengths, gi, from a form factor ratio,
one need only know the ratio jFi=f+j. For tensor couplings, this ratio must
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Note that in the heavy quark limit,
jf−=f+j = 1 [6]. Since the induced scalar is indistinguishable from a true
scalar exchange, we argue that jFS=f+j = 1.
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Any two Lorentz invariants may be used to describe the phase space of
a three body decay. For semileptonic decays, it is traditional to choose the
kinetic energies of the ospring meson (Tm = Em − mm) and the lepton
(T` = E` −m`) where both energies are measured in the parent meson rest
frame. Figure 1 shows how the dierent couplings aect the phase space
density or Dalitz plot for B0 ! D−+ decay. The gure shows that the
character of the Dalitz plot changes dramatically depending on the Lorentz
structure of the coupling.
Analysis of the shape of the Dalitz plot for semileptonic decays would then
yield information about possible tensor and scalar couplings. Non-zero values
of either tensor or scalar couplings would indicate the onset of new types of
physics not predicted by the Standard Model of particle physics. Tensor cou-
plings have previously been discussed in the literature [4, 5] and are beyond
the scope of this Letter. Scalar couplings have also been discussed in the
context of charged Higgs exchange [5]. Outside of CP violating eects, most
of the charged Higgs phenomenology is discussed in terms of heavy quark or
 decay [1] where the couplings are expected to be the strongest. However,
from equation 4 the decays of mesons into relatively light (m`=M  1) lep-
tons provide an interesting probe for scalar eects and may yield information
on charged Higgs. In this context, we now evaluate charged Higgs couplings.
Charged Higgs Couplings
In theories where multiple Higgs doublets are responsible for the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of the electromagnetic and weak interactions, charged
Higgs particles arise as a consequence of the theory. A charged Higgs particle
may mediate semileptonic decays in the same manner as a W. The dier-
ences between H and W mediation arise from the Lorentz structure of the
coupling and the coupling strength. In general, the Higgs-fermion coupling
strengths are model dependent. We consider a type-II two Higgs doublet
model where one Higgs doublet, 2, couples to down-type quarks and charged
leptons and the other Higgs doublet couples to up-type quarks. Minimal su-
persymmetry predicts a type-II Higgs model with added constraints. For a
large charged Higgs mass (MH±  M) one may write down the Lagrangian




































Figure 1: Phase space density contours for decays of B0 ! D−+ showing
the eects of a) scalar, b) vector and c) tensor couplings in the decay. The
variables plotted are the D− and + kinetic energies (TD; Tµ). Contours
increase from zero at the kinematic boundry.
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In terms of the ratio of vacuum expectation values X = v2=v1  tan  and
Y = 1=X  cot the Lagrangian density for type-II Higgs models is:




















 ; D =
 ds
b
 ; L =
 e





For the theory to be perturbative regime and allow us to write and eval-
uate Feynman diagrams for the decay processes, the H+{t, H+{b coupling
strength must be small. This leads to two limiting conditions:











2  1; (12)
which reduces to the range 0:20 < X < 200.
The quark level transition amplitudes for the decay in equation 1 can then
be written for mesons containing down-type quarks decaying into mesons
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where mD is the mass of the down-type quark (s, b) and mU is the mass of











From the last two equations, one may read o the ratio of the Higgs coupling
















where mD and mU are the current masses of the appropriate up and down
type quark, respectively and jFs=f+j = 1.
The ratio, gS, of the two couplings is the same H
/W coupling strength
found in equation 9. A measurement of the relative size of the scalar and
vector form factors, then gives a relationship between the Higgs mass and












We now consider the application of the above phenomenology to B meson
decays.
B meson decays
In principle, one may t the measured Dalitz plot of B ! D decays for the
relative admixtures of the dierent form factors (jf−=f+j, jfS=f+j, jfT =f+j)
and the relative phases of the form factors.
In practice, the situation is more challenging. In the discussion below,
experience is derived from over two decades of kaon research in the literature.
In K ! ‘ decays, the Q2 dependence of the vector form factor has been









The values of  are small and may be approximated by a small change in
slope of the phase space distribution in the Tpi direction. In the Tpi direction,
the eect of the Q2 dependence of the vector form factor is similar to intro-
ducing a small scalar coupling. When tting the Dalitz plot, + is correlated
with jfS=f+j. As a further complication, electromagnetic radiative eects
are signicant in some regions of phase space [8]. If not taken into account,
the net result produces a shift in the phase space distribution which would
appear as an admixture of scalar and tensor couplings. These eects are
expected to manifest themselves in B decays in much the same manner as in
kaon decays.
Semileptonic B decays of the form B ! D appear to have the most
sensitivity to the eects described above. In addition to the advantages
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of a larger coupling as demonstrated by equation 15, using the muonic de-
cays reduces electromagnetic radiative eects by approximately a factor of
mµ=me  200. Unfortunately, from equation 3, the suppression of the in-
duced scalar term (f−) for muonic decays is less than for electronic decays.
In order to estimate the sensitivity of this method using B decay, one
may use the uncertainties from low statistics kaon results as a guide. With
a sample of 2500 exclusive B ! D decays one would expect an induced
scalar contribution of f− = 0:02 and an error on jfS=f+j  0:04. Based
on these numbers one would expect an experimental sensitivity in the large
tan region of
MH± < 2:44 tan GeV=c
2 (95%CL): (18)
In this calculation, we assume a b quark mass of 4:4 GeV=c2. Figure 2
compares the expected experimental charged Higgs sensitivity in the MH±
vs tan  plane using the method described above with current experimental
results. This method of indirect Higgs search shows signicant sensitivity
well beyond existing experimental data. However, further increase of the
sensitivity shown in the Figure by increasing the available statistics is likely
not possible due to the induced scalar eects.
Summary
Potential discovery of charged Higgs from direct production in e+e− machines
are limited by the beam energy (100 GeV for LEP). At the Tevatron, direct
searches are currently limited by top production and the top mass [12]. The
direct searches are unlikely to exceed these limits in the near future. There-
fore it becomes necessary to consider indirect methods for charged Higgs
searches.
Using a traditional Dalitz plot analysis for B meson decay, we have shown
sensitivity to the eects of charged Higgs. Based on coarse estimates of the
measurement uncertainties, we estimate that this technique is sensitive to
charged Higgs in regions of the MH± vs tan parameter space previously
unexplored. Further, this method is sensitive to regions of parameter space
inaccessible to direct searches in existing colliders.
The author acknowledges support from the National Science Foundation


















Type II Higgs Models
Non-Perturbative region
CDF 95% CL exclusion
DELPHI 95% CL exclusion
B → Dµν sensitivity (95% CL)
Figure 2: Charged Higgs 95% exclusion curves in the (MH± ; tan) plane for
B ! D decays. The CDF and DELPHI results are from direct searches.
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